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2. Is the Decision vitiated by a contradiction between its
statement of reasons and its enacting terms as to the date
from which the [aid] is to be considered unlawful: 5
December 2008 or 5 June 2009?
3. Does the Decision infringe Article 107(1) TFEU, insofar as
the aid granted did not affect trade between Member States,
particularly in view of the purpose of the loan and the
actual use made of it and the fact that the beneficiary has
not carried out its activities since 1 December 2008?
4. Does the decision infringe Article 107(3) TFEU, insofar as
the aid was intended to remedy a serious disturbance in the
economy of a Member State and, as such, is compatible
with the common market?
5. Do paragraphs 1 and 2 of Article 14 of Regulation
659/1999 (2) preclude, in this specific case, a reduction in
the amount to be recovered, when that provision is appli
cable, without discrimination, to all creditors of the
insolvent company?
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be punishable just by a financial penalty, which, moreover,
may not be imposed concurrently with the penalty of removal?

(1) Directive 2008/115/EC of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 16 December 2008 on common standards and
procedures in Member States for returning illegally staying thirdcountry nationals (OJ 2008 L 348, p. 98).
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Questions referred
1. Does European Union public procurement law — in the
case under examination, concerning excluded contracts
and the general principles of free competition, equal
treatment, transparency and proportionality — preclude
national legislation under which contracts for the
provision of ambulance and health-related transport
services may be awarded directly to voluntary organisations
organised predominantly on the basis of unpaid work and
in return for genuine reimbursement of costs?
2. If such an award is regarded as compatible with Community
law, must there be a prior comparison of tenders from
several homogeneous (and possibly also Community)
operators and recipients of a direct award in order to
limit the risk of exposure to inefficient and unreasonable
costs, and must the national law under which direct awards
are permitted accordingly be construed to that effect?

Other party: Samir Zaizoune
Question referred
In the light of the principles of sincere cooperation and the
effectiveness of directives, must Articles 4(2), 4(3) and 6(1) of
Directive 2008/115/EC (1) be interpreted as meaning that they
preclude legislation, such as the national legislation at issue in
the main proceedings and the case-law which interprets it,
pursuant to which the illegal stay of a foreign national may

3. If such an award is regarded as compatible with Community
law, must voluntary organisations which receive direct
awards be subject to precise percentage limits on parallel
access to the market, and must the provision of national law
under which the commercial activity of those organisations
has to be marginal accordingly be construed to that effect?

